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Private industry seeks profit in eminent domain
Despite opposition from residents,
plans for toll road move forward
Scott Hutchins
Staff Writer

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), in partnership with
the private enterprise Prairie Falcon Parkway Express Co. (PFPE), stands
the chance of enforcing eminent domain for the private development of a
toll road, railway, and utility corridor that would run 210 miles from Pueblo
to Fort Collins.
This potential enforcement of eminent domain for private absorption
could set a precedent whereby the government has no accountability for
the condemnation of private property for public use, despite the fact that
eminent domain has traditionally been a law used in the name of public
projects.
Although all parties involved in the land dispute admit to the need for
another north-south corridor to accommodate the sprawling population of
the Front Range, CDOT must rely on financial support from private entities
in order for such a corridor to be constructed.
Director of CDOT Transportation Development Jennifer Finch stated,
“We truly do need some alternates to I-25,” because “there is limited funding
capacity for further improvements to I-25.” CDOT has determined that
there is a gap of $69 billion in funding between what residents of the Front
Zach Rosen/Catalyst Range want for transportation projects and what the state can provide.
This funding gap is precisely what investors with Prairie Falcon Parkway
A dirt road inside the 210-mile corridor being considered for development by the
Express
Co. propose to bridge. The problem is that not all the property
Prairie Falcon Parkway Express Company.
owners in the path of the corridor want to give up their ranches, homes, and
livelihood to accomplish the goal. The unpalatable solution is that the state
will step in on behalf of the private investors to effect eminent domain, and
then let the toll road operate as a wholly private enterprise.
facilities—such
as
the
cafeteria
At
9
a.m.
Friday
morning,
the
Colorado recently passed House Bill 06-1003, which provides a
Zach Gostout
first chair went up the mountain. and rental shop—were all set for framework for private toll road companies to enter into a partnership with
Guest Writer
The chair was empty except for a the season. To accomplish this, the
“We truly need some alternates to I-25.”
Arapahoe Basin ski resort celebrated white bow honoring Brad Odekirk, staff has been working diligently for
Jennifer Finch, Director of CDOT
its 60th season Friday, Oct. 13 as the a Summit Daily News Photographer several weeks in preparation.
“Getting ready to open is kind
“first ski resort to open in the United and avid telemark skier who died
Transportation Development
States.” The weekend was a joyous in an accident this summer. After of a frantic experience . . . frantic,
occasion for the skiers, who have a moment of silence, the life gates in a fun kind of way. Everybody’s the state in order to construct new roads. Previously, a law dating from
been tuning their skis and dreaming were opened and the excitement of got to gear up, wipe the dust off, get the 1800s allowed toll road companies to evoke the power of eminent
all the right equipment and food in,” domain on their own. Private companies must now abide by various CDOT
of snow since A-Basin closed last day one began.
said Alan Henceroth, the General protocols; in the event that they jump through all the hoops, this may elicit
Tickets
were
on
sale
at
$43
June.
Typically at this time of year, for adults, $38 for teens, and $19 Manager and Chief Operating the power of the state to enforce eminent domain or condemnation of
most of Colorado’s mountains are for children. Skiers stood in line Officer of A-Basin.
private property.
Despite spending most of the first
barely covered with white patches overdressed in winter clothing,
The Bill came about under severe pressure from Colorado residents who
snow scattered amongst the drab waiting for a ride up Exhibition lift day off of the slopes in an office, were discouraged about the inadequacies of the antiquated law. According
brown color of fall. Nonetheless, a to the two open trails: High Noon Henceroth had a big smile on his to Herman Stockinger, the Legislative Liaison for CDOT, “The current law
devout crowd of skiers gathered at and Mutha’ Hucker, the terrain face. “For the first time, we were the was unacceptable. . . . Everyone [PFPE and opponents] was in agreement
first ski area to open in the U.S. this [concerning the law].” Residents felt vulnerable to private enterprise under
A-Basin on Friday to celebrate the park.
While only 5 percent of the terrain
first day of the 2006-2007 ski season
the outdated law, and CDOT was unsure how to handle PFPE’s proposal.
>> continued on page 2 Stockinger thinks that what has emerged is “a fair balance.”
was open, the rest of the resort’s
on 18 inches of manmade snow.
“Our position all along has been that we can’t prohibit private investment
in public projects,” Stockinger said.
Stockinger identified a relatively “underutilized” state statute that allows
partnership between the state and private enterprise for public transportation
also from other religious faiths and projects. Under the Private Public Initiative, a mining company near Cripple
Evangelical churchgoers.
Nick Hiebert
Since its conception during from the sirens of secular society. Creek paid for the construction of a new bridge on a state road that would
Staff Writer
the first “Great Awakening,” the “Americans are shoppers,” Wolfe be adequate to host their large trucks traveling between the mine and a
In an age beset by consumerism, Evangelical faith has stressed suggests. “They want to make their processing plant. However, many believe the current issue is of massively
political correctness, and ADHD, it progression and a personalized own decisions, they are increasingly larger proportion, and that the private investment appears to be for profit
seems that old religious practices had relationship with God. According comfortable with other people rather than a partnership for the common good.
been put on the back burner. What to sociologist Alan Wolfe, author making different choices without
Additionally, many questions have been raised about the implications
was once a typical Sunday morning of The Transformation of Religion: passing judgment, they are more for sustainability of a project on the scale of PFPE in the already resourceof sermons and organ-driven hymns How We Actually Live Our Faith, demanding that institutions cater to taxed Front Range. When asked about CDOT’s position on sustainability of
has been replaced by laser-light this “personalization” of one’s faith their needs, and they want options.” the project, Stockinger answered, “PFPE Co. would have to answer that.”
shows, big projector screens, and serves as the driving force behind the He added, “It’s not surprising that
The people who would be making the decisions on these issues comprise
guitar licks for the Lord.
Evangelical movement’s success.
Americans have demanded more what is called the Colorado State Transportation Commission. The eleven
This scene, which could have
The movement’s recent popularity variety in the area of religion, and commissioners are appointed by the Governor and serve terms of four
been taken straight out of an episode comes at a time when religious that they are more comfortable years. The current commissioners are associated with Chase Manhattan
of MTV’s “Total Request Live,” has communities face competition not
Mortgage Corp., US Bank, Tristate Equipment Co., consulting firms for land
become a familiar sight for numerous only from other denominations, but
>> continued on page 4 development, law firms, and other transportation planning committees.

Arapahoe Basin first ski resort to open in U.S.

Evangelicals make religion fun for teens
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Gov. candidate Paul Fiorino supports CO citizens
Jake Weiss
Staff Writer

Courtesy of Zach Gostout

A. Basin opens
>> continued from front page
season,” he said.
Typically, Loveland Ski Area,
which lies on the other side of
Loveland Pass just North of A-Basin,
wins the race to open first. But this
year Loveland opened on Saturday,
one day after A-Basin
By 3:30 Friday afternoon, the lift
was still full. Some cars had started
to leave the main parking lot, but the
unfortunate skiers who’d actually
had to work or attend classes earlier
that day were frantically forcing
their feet into boots in an attempt
to get their first tracks of the season
before the lifts closed at 4 p.m.
“Conditions were pretty good,”
said Brandon Goldstein, a CC senior
who was up at The Basin on Saturday.
“They had made a decent amount of
snow.” After three or four runs in
the morning, the one trail accessed
by the lift actually got crowded. At
this point Goldstein and his friends
spent the rest of the day alternating
between skiing and barbequing in
the infamous A-Basin parking lot
area known as “The Beach.” By the
time it started snowing late in the
afternoon, they had logged 11 runs.
Last winter, Colorado ski resorts
broke a record with 12.53 million
skier visits in one season. The
estimated 300 to 400 people who
were on the slopes for opening day
at The Basin might be a small crowd
in comparison, but they show early
signs of what might be another
record-breaking season.

Though Colorado voters may be
growing tired of campaign signs for
the upcoming November 7 election,
there is at least one more candidate
struggling to make his name known
before Election Day.
Paul Noel Fiorino is the first
unaffiliated third-party candidate to
make it onto a gubernatorial election
ballot in the state of Colorado,
raising debate about the effects
third-party candidates have on the
long-established bipartisan system.
Unless you’ve picked up a copy
of Fiorino’s new CD or are familiar
with Colorado’s Arts and Education
programs, on which he has been
working for the last 20 years,
you have probably never heard
of Fiorino— also known as “the
dancing gubernatorial candidate,”
his nickname in Denver because of
his 25-year career as an international
ballet choreographer.
Despite the difficulty of being
a third-party candidate, and,
furthermore, being an unaffiliated
candidate, Fiorino is determinedly
optimistic about his chances of
being elected as the new Governor
of Colorado. Though his goals are
lofty and many would call him
naïve, Fiorino is fighting hard to
change what he and others view to
be a degenerate political system.
Because of redistricting based
on voter patterns and unequal
distribution of campaign financing,
only 10 percent of all state elections
are actually competitive. Without
the strong backing of the traditional
political parties, it therefore
becomes even harder for third-party
candidates to garner enough votes to
win elections.
Professor Andy Dunham of the

Colorado College Political Science
department stated, “I don’t know
anything about [Fiorino], other
than the fact that I’m not voting for
him.”
Many people have strong
opinions opposing the infiltration
of third-party candidates into the
traditionally bipartisan political
arena. According to Fiorino,
however, America would benefit
the most from having no political
parties at all, and the ballet-dancing,

“I am going to listen to the Colorado
citizen. They are the
ones who put me on
the ballot.”
Paul Fiorino
guitar-strumming candidate from
Denver has high hopes for a new
invigoration of American voters.
Though it occurs very rarely,
third-party candidates have waged
successful campaigns in the past,
with some recent examples being
Gov. Jesse Ventura of Minnesota
(1998) and Congressman Bernard
Sanders of Vermont (1990). Because
of the “apathy, distrust, and great
lack in the political process,” Fiorino
believes he is in a strong position
to persuade voter support of his
campaign, especially regarding the
large percentage of Colorado voters
registered “unaffiliated.”
“My circumstances are the fact
that one out of three [people] went
to the polls [last election], and we’re
going to have a larger base of voters
this time; my circumstances are that
we’re in a political environment
which does not trust [its] own parties

anymore. We’re in an environment
of movement of [the] unaffiliated.”
Fiorino is not the only person
excited for the coming election.
Politicians around the country are
anxiously waiting for November 7,
when Colorado, long considered a
“purple” state, may swing into the
hands of the Democrats.
According to Fiorino, his
“moderate” view and dedication to
constituents will allow him to draw
voters from both the traditionally
Republican
and
traditionally
Democratic ranks, a confidence
corroborated by the wide variety
of registered voters who signed the
petition to place him on the ballot.
“I am going to listen to the
Colorado citizens—they are the ones
who put me on the ballot,” Fiorino
said. “Colorado is really ripe [for
a party change] right now. . . . We
need to go forward.”
Faculty in the CC Political
Science department and Fiorino
agree about the difficulty of running
as a third-party campaign. Though
Fiorino is adamant about his chances
of winning the election, being placed
on the ballot for this election was a
feat all on its own.
After signing up and submitting
the 1,200 signatures necessary to
graduate from a “write-in” candidate
to one whose name is actually printed
on the ballot, it took three weeks of
processing for Fiorino’s name to be
added to the ballot format, simply
because there have never before
been three names on a Colorado
ballot in the race for governor.
According to Fiorino, changing
the paperwork was easy compared
to campaigning. He has not been
allowed to debate with other
candidates except in large, public
forums, and while a northwestern

Sam Cornwall/Catalyst

Third-party candidate Paul Fiorino.

Colorado paper recently ran a front
page article detailing Fiorino’s
grassroots campaign style and
progressive attitude, there has yet
to be simple write-up or mention of
Fiorino in the prominent Colorado
papers.
“Far right and far left newspapers
haven’t given me the time of day.
There’s something wrong there,”
Fiorino said. Despite this, he is
convinced that word of his campaign
will have reached enough ears by
Election Day, thanks mainly to the
Internet and word of mouth.
“By being attached to a party, you
have party money, party sentiments,
and the party is just telling you what
to do. We need to move forward
with non-party politics—and that’s
a big leap, but that’s what people
want. Imagine November 8 and we
have an unaffiliated candidate for
governor. That would shake things
up. I’m hopeful, I’m an optimist
. . . I just believe we have [an]
opportunity to make change.”

Scene
Intersection of Politics and Theology
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Intellectuals unite to pose questions and promote dialogue regarding religion’s role in public life
Andrew Osterman
Guest Writer

After more than a year of planning,
many distinguished politicians,
religious leaders, and scholars are
on campus to attend a symposium
entitled “Religion and Public Life:
Why Be Afraid?” The symposium
provides the opportunity for
dialogue on various topics that
revolve around the intersection of
religion and public life.
Imagine this: The year is 1930
and you are facing west with Shove
Chapel at your back. Directly in

“I’m afraid of religion
being too involved in
public life. We can get
our morals from places
other than religion. . . .
Religion is an ambiguous subject and I don’t
want governments
making decisions off
an ambiguous subject.”
Senior Adam Perkins
front of you, down a long dirt path, is
Cutler Hall. About a third of the way
down the path, Palmer Hall stands
to your right. No building currently
stands to your left, but there are plans
for one in the future. This formation
makes up the dimensions of a cross.
Chaplain Bruce Coriell explained

that the campus plan once called for
this cross design. As we know, a
parking lot was built directly across
from Palmer Hall, and hence the
campus cross design was never fully
realized. Nonetheless, religion will
be making a strong appearance on
campus this week during the widely
publicized symposium.
According to David Weddle,
head of the Religion Department,
the subheading of the symposium
“Why Be Afraid?” contains an
implicit double meaning. First, the
title suggests that some of the talks
will provide reasons to be afraid
of the intersection of religion and
public life. The second discernible
meaning is that of an ironic rhetorical
question.
When questioned concerning
the fear of religion entering public
life, Tyler Adam, a senior Political
Science major, said, “Our political
system is secular and our public
institutions function according to
principals of reason. There is a
general fear about making faithbased decisions in domestic and
foreign policy.”
Adam Perkins, a senior Religion
major, added further insight to the
discussion of religion and public
life. “I’m afraid of religion being too
involved in public life. We can get
our morals from places other than
religion.” He added, “Religion is an
ambiguous subject and I don’t want
governments making decisions off
an ambiguous subject.”
Regardless, religion is directly

ingrained in American culture, and
thus in public life as well. As stated
by Phil Wogaman, former religious

“Religion is inescapable from the drama of
politics.”
Phil Wogaman, former
religious advisor to
former President Bill
Clinton
advisor to former President Bill
Clinton, in the talk titled Advising
Presidents: Role of Religious Leaders
in Politics, “Religion is inescapable
from the drama of politics.”
A diverse range of speakers—
including Vincent Harding, friend
and co-worker of Dr. Martin Luther
King; and Robert Bellah, Elliot
Professor of Sociology emeritus at
UC Berkeley—have been invited
for this important event. Topics
range from “The Religious Other
in America” to “Religion and
Public Life in an Age of iPods, Cell
Phones, and Blogs: Reasons for Fear
and Hope.”
Each of the events during the
symposium provides students of the
Colorado College and the general
public with an opportunity to learn
about topics directly relevant to
American civic dialogue as it exists
today. This unique symposium
concludes Saturday, Oct. 21 at 7:30
Jackson Solway/Catalyst
Phil Wogaman and Jim Wallis answer audience questions.
p.m. with comedian Tissa Hami.

Speaker Discusses Roots of Africa’s Poverty
Dylan Fuller
Staff Writer

“In the mainstream media, we don’t see pictures of dignified
Africans,” said acclaimed journalist Greg Zachary. “After
meeting many poor Africans, I’m convinced they see
themselves as pragmatic, not pitiful.”
The lack of respect shown for African dignity was a central
tenet of Zachary’s multiple appearances on campus this past
week, beginning with his presentation, “Why is Africa Poor?”
Monday night in Gates Commons.
Zachary’s extensive experience in Africa—as well as his
endless supply of anecdotes—enlightened and entertained a
large audience of students, faculty, and guests. Zachary, whose
25-year career in journalism includes 13 years as a regular
writer for the Wall Street Journal, concentrates on African
affairs but also writes about issues concerning globalization,
immigration, and America’s role in foreign affairs.

While appreciative of contemporary enthusiasm for
promoting African development, Zachary criticized the
way Africans are portrayed in mainstream culture and by
international aid agencies, as well as by Western and African
governments: “Aid agencies are too demeaning to Africans,”
said Zachary. “This causes them to fail before they begin.”
Zachary insisted that while this disrespectful representation
by certain organizations is successful in attracting funding, it
is an inaccurate assessment of how Africans view themselves
and ultimately undermines the purpose of such organizations.
Other than stressing a reevaluation of attitudes toward
Africa, Zachary discussed the poverty Africans face today and
its various contributing factors. Africa is the only continent
to have become poorer in the last 25 years, although he cited
improvements in the last 5 years.
The population of Africa tripled between 1950 and 1980, a
growth rate that has only exacerbated poverty. The number of
Africans living in poverty grew by 75 million in the 1990s.

Zachary identified a number of factors contributing to
African poverty, ranging from colonial legacies to diseaseconducive climates. Two factors Zachary examined at length
were the post-independence economic policies implemented
by African leaders, and American and European agricultural
subsidies.
The emergence of independent African states following
World War II came at a time when government intervention
in the socialist experiments of the former Soviet Union
appeared successful at rapid economic development. African
governments attempted to extract resources from rural areas
for industrial development through state marketing boards,
which bought agricultural goods from the farmers for less than
market prices and sold them internationally for market prices.
Such policies resulted in corruption, inefficient state industry,
and reduced agricultural output.
Zachary cited American and European farming subsidies as
another obstacle to African economic development. Despite
a reputation as the standard-bearers of free market
economics, Western governments prevent African
nations from realizing their comparative advantage
in agricultural goods by maintaining subsidies for
domestic farmers. As a result, Africans have become
dependent on imported food from subsidized countries
while African farmers themselves are put out of work.
“Nigerians swear by Uncle Ben,” said Zachary,
highlighting the irony in a continent once heralded
for its agricultural production now relying on foreign
food and often facing severe shortages.
Zachary insisted that the role of the international
community could be a positive, albeit limited one: “We
can help Africans a little bit, but we can’t save them
. . . escaping poverty will take generations.” Zachary
cited the review of the U.S. Farm Bill in 2007 as an
opportunity for Americans to aid African economies
by cutting subsidies. In reference to the Farm Bill,
he said, “We’re talking welfare for corporations—this
isn’t Steinbeck from Grapes of Wrath.”
Following his lecture on Monday night, Zachary
spoke to Professor John Gould’s Democracy and
Markets class on Tuesday, and also appeared at a
luncheon hosted by the Economics department later
that day.
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LIBRA

September 23-October 22
Remember the childhood
tale of Hansel and Gretel?
I’m just recently beginning
to see the witch’s point
of view. She builds her
dream house and these
brats come along and eat
it. How does this apply to
you, Libra? Perhaps the
consideration of others
is key right now, even if
some are witches.

SCORPIO

ARIES

March 21-April 20
Coyote the Trickster often
finds himself laughing and
crying at the same time.
Not one of his ridiculous
escapades or potentially
catastrophic situations
came without a lesson
he wouldn’t have learned
otherwise, or the creation
of something magnificent.

TAURUS

April 21-May 20
October 23-November 22 You are generating strong,
Even if you lived for only paradoxical feelings in
others that may result in
10 minutes, you would
experience enough of the painfully beautiful fireworld to produce infinite works. Everyone involved
will feel alive. Hot damn!
thought. What occupies
your 10 minutes, Scorpio?
Keep an eye on what you
may not be acknowledg- GEMINI
ing.
May 21-June 21
It’s all or nothing with
SAGITTARIUS
you, Gemini. Rather than
November 22-December 22 demanding things in their
Sometime this week, a
entirety—be it emotions,
cool breeze will whip
relationships, or academic
around the corner and
excellence—savor small
continue on through your accomplishments and
mind. But rather than
epiphanies. Remember
freezing over, your inter- that learning is a slow,
nal landscape will be left painful process—not a
sparkling fresh and crisp, sudden explosion.
ready for invigorating feelings, romps, and quips.

CAPRICORN

December 22-January 20
Discover the warmth of
the hearthstone fireplace
to generate your mojo.
You know it’s not all about
emotion, Capricorn. It’s
time to capitalize on your
smooth ways (work it).

AQUARIUS

CANCER

June 22-July 21
The urban sport parkhour
involves scaling anything
and everything a city
has to offer, often incorporating flips and leaps
between buildings. There
are no boundaries or
rules, only obstacles that
can be overcome. Game
on.

January 20-February 18
Galoshes can barely keep
you warm on such nights.
Sheepskin boots bode well LEO
amidst cold Russian win- July 22-August 22
ters. I’m not even messing Wanna rassle?! Get out
with you guys.
and shake it up, Leo! All
that repressed teenage
PISCES
angst must surface to
February 19-March 20
evaporate and make room
It’s cold out, this is true.
for the spankin’ new you.
But you can’t survive by
hibernation alone—interact with the bitter winter
VIRGO
environment. Once you
August 23-September 22
get to know it, it might
Captain hook never realnot be so bad, and it is
the key to getting through ized the magnificence of
this dark transitioning of the ticking clock.
the seasons.
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Foley Scandal May Have Dire Effects for GOP
Rohan Beesla
Staff Writer

The Mark Foley Congressional page scandal has
engulfed the House of Representatives republican
leadership in controversy and placed Speaker Dennis
Hastert’s office squarely on the defensive this month
as members return to their districts to continue
campaigning for the upcoming midterm elections.
There are conflicting accounts as to when exactly
Speaker Hastert and his staff were alerted to sexually
explicit emails and instant messages exchanged between
former Representative Foley (R-FL) and underage
House pages. ABC news source Kirk Fordham, formerly
Foley’s chief of staff, resigned from his position in
Congressman Tom Reynolds’ (R-NY) office a week
after the scandal broke, claiming that unnamed Capitol
Hill sources were falsely accusing him of intervening to
prevent a full scale “page board investigation.”
“These sources know this allegation is false,” said
Fordham, who is an openly gay Republican, in a
statement to the Associated Press. The former Foley
staffer insisted that he alerted members of the House
leadership early on about inappropriate contact between
the disgraced Congressman and pages.
“The fact is, even prior to the existence of the Foley
email exchanges I had more than one conversation
with senior staff at the highest level of the House of
Representatives, asking them to intervene when I was
informed of Mr. Foley’s inappropriate behavior. One
of these staffers is still employed by a senior House
Republican leader.”
Fordham insisted he can prove that he informed
Scott Palmer, at that time Hastert’s chief of staff, of the
lewd contacts in either 2002 or 2003—before anyone
in the House leadership has admitted knowledge of the
affair. Palmer has refuted this claim, declaring through
a spokesman that “what Kirk Fordham said did not
happen.”
Speaker Hastert has also refuted claims that he
knew of inappropriate emails or instant messages by
Foley in advance of the press scandal, and has denied
that he sought to cover up or delay the release of that
information. Regarding his staff, “If they did cover
something up, then they should not continue to have
their jobs,” Hastert told reporters in Aurora, Illinois last
Monday.
The Speaker’s aides have said they knew of
suggestive emails that Foley had sent to former pages
in 2005. These emails, however, made no specific
reference to sexual activity, and staffers say they did not
learn about the explicit instant message conversations
until they were released by the press last month.
As the controversy unfolds, the impact it will
have on the upcoming midterm election will depend on
how involved members of the House leadership were
in preventing the dissemination of information relating
to the case. Two simultaneous investigations, conducted
by the Justice Department and Florida authorities, are
ongoing to determine whether any criminal conduct
took place. Hearings are also being conducted by the
House Ethics Committee, before which Fordham
testified in a closed session last Thursday.
Hastert has survived the first full week since
the scandal broke, which most observers say bodes
well for his chances of remaining in his post. As the
investigative process begins, an esoteric account of
who knew what—and when—will unfold as competing

Courtesy of tomlatham.gov

claims by Hastert staffers and Fordham circulate in the
media. This may cause the public to become confused
and disinterested, much as what happened in the Jack
Abramoff Tribal Lobbying affair.
On the other hand, if Fordham’s account
can be substantiated, Hastert will be in a position
necessitating that he sacrifice a senior staffer--perhaps
even chief of staff Palmer, who has been with him since
the early 1980s and with whom he shares a townhouse
in Washington, D.C. In the event of this substantiation,
Hastert’s position will have to be that senior aides
insulated him from knowledge of Foley’s activities in
order to avoid personal embarrassment.
Multiple and disparate Capitol Hill sources
are coming forward this week, projecting the image
that most in Congress knew Foley was an in-the-closet
homosexual and that many had some unsubstantiated
knowledge of his interaction with pages. Retiring
Representative Jim Kolbe (R-AZ), who incidentally is
also gay, said he referred rumors of Foley’s inappropriate
behavior to the House clerk’s office, which is responsible
for overseeing the congressional page program, either
four or five years ago.
This scandal can only spell trouble for
Republican hopes to retain the majority. Foley’s
position as representative of Florida’s 16th district looks
in all likelihood to be lost to Republicans. Although he
will not be running for re-election, his name remains
on the ballot, and to vote Republican, Floridians will
have to punch their ticket for a possible sex offender.
Also, northeastern Republicans have come under
fire in Democratic attack ads for accepting campaign
contributions from Hastert and other members of the
leadership who might have colluded to cover up the
affair.
If Hastert loses his position altogether, most
pundits believe that the Republicans will not be able
to recover from the disorganization that a leadership
reshuffle this late into the election cycle would cause.
As Kirk Fordham testifies before members of the Ethics
Committee, his credibility will be a determining factor
in the results of Republicans around the nation on
Election Day.

Evangelicals Put the “Cool” Back in Sunday School
>> continued from front page
switching between traditions with different
offerings.”
According to a September 2003 article in
Washington Monthly on revivalism and the
transformation of American religion, the “market
leader” in this appeal to religious consumers has been
the Evangelical community. The article outlines the
mounting challenges religious communities face
as they attempt to attract and or keep congregations
“whose members have been so strongly influenced by
a common American culture,” and discusses how the
Evangelicals have met this challenge head-on.
Over the past two decades, Evangelical churches
have fervently confronted the frictions between secular
society and other religious competitors by redefining
the image of the faithful. “The days of the Christian
kid being viewed as a nerd are long gone,” said Bill
Graening, the director of the Alive Festival, a threeday Christian music festival held each summer in
Ohio that draws up to 20,000 people a day. One recent
study named Youth and Religion, a six-year project
funded by the Lily Endowment, revealed that at least

80 percent of U.S. teens between the ages of 13 and
17 identified themselves as religious, with the majority
identifying as Christians.
The Alive Festival is just one of many Christian rock
festivals that continue to draw in religiously enthused
teens by the tens of thousands. Pierced and prepped
for religious reflection, teens are captivated as the
once self-proclaimed bad-boy actor Stephen Baldwin
promotes his new group Livin’ It, which encourages
young people to skateboard for the Lord.
During a time when casual sex, violence, drugs
and alcohol are so pervasive in television and movies,
Evangelists have found a way to communicate
religious values through the channels of popular
culture. While more traditional Christian sects like
the Catholic Church have expressed concern that the
Evangelicals’ focus on fun and games distracts from
the real message, few have been able to deny the allure
of the cultural phenomenon. If competition between
religious denominations and secular culture continues,
it is not unlikely that other religious traditions will
follow suit by borrowing heavily from the new
Evangelical model.
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This page was created entirely by students from The Bijou School, an alternative high school located ten minutes from CC.
The writing and artwork have been printed in their original forms.

My Mom

By Liz Gonzalez, age 16
I interviewed my mom Michelle Gonzalez. My mother’s family came from many different parts of the
world. From Ireland to Michigan to Germany to New Jersey and everywhere in between. Most of the different race marriages in my family weren’t approved of by my family. My mother and father’s marriage was
the first to be approved of.
When it came to the topic of beliefs, my mom brought out her bible as a reference. She believes that
Jesus came to teach us then sacrificed himself. She also believes that everything was made in a cycle, so
when you die you die but your soul remains on Earth until Jesus returns once more.
My mom wasn’t really closed minded when it came to politics. She believes that today’s politics are
based more around money then anything else. I strongly agreed with her when she said that politicians
were more into their personal lives than business. They promise something and then do everything, but
what they promised.
With my family, my mom has very weird ways to stay entertained, most of the time. She enjoys going
to the movies, spending time with her husband and friends, and the enormous amount of time she spends
with me and my two sisters. But hey what 34 year old mom wouldn’t enjoy spending time with her kids.
My mom absolutely loves to read. There are times when the strongest moments we have are when we read
together. There are also times that I’ll catch her doodling about something she heard.
Let the truth be told, my mom is not just my mom, she’s my best friend, but most of all, she’s my inspiration. She is the reason I am who I am today. She’s my hero, and I love her every minute of the day for
that.

Untitled

Where I Am From

I like to wright it feels fine
freedoms just a state of my mind
I like the faults of my kind
just the fact of knowin you blind
your recognitions fuckin mine mine mine
best believe the sighns (throw a fuckin before
every rhyme)
rest decieve their kind
test & relieve my mind
best believe that I’m fine
rest decieve & they’re blind
test & relieve what’s mine

I am from broken homes,
Tattered dreams,
Lying, cheating, deceiving screams.
Too much money,
Not enough,
Just one chance to give it up.
I blew it.

By Shane Brown, age 16

By Aleah Higginbotham, age 15

Going to school to get my high school degree,
By Leann Boquist, age 18
Never good enough for anyone you see.
I love to draw anything, I think it is fun. I drew this picture because I
Sleepless nights,
am best at drawing people. Also, Angelina Jolie is one of my favorite
Early morns,
actors.
Only to be woken by all of the scorns.
Amber tried meth
Do you feel me, sendin emos straight to
again when she was 14
Parents fighting,
hell
As told to Laura Dudnick
and started to like it.
Never agree,
Wanna kill me, you see me in hell
“Meth made me feel
Always
fighting
about someone like me.
Do you feel me, know only time will tell
Imagine growing up in an insecure
numb and on top of the
All
my
failures,
Wanna kill me, not if I kill you first don’t
environment. Your home is not safe; your
world. The more you do
All
my
sins,
tell
parents are rarely around, and beat you
something, the more you
What I would give to be born all over again.
when they are. No one sets a positive
come to depend on it.”
example or provides guidance for you.
we slept. Then people would come
“When I was 15, I
To end this fighting,
This way of life may seem impossible,
ran away at Christmastime to Missouri over and cook more.”
To stop this mess,
but for 16-year-old Amber Chapman,
Her legal troubles began when Starting over clean like a brand new white dress.
with my boyfriend. I was pregnant. The
this was reality. Her childhood was abuse
police found me and forced me to move she joined a dealer on his run. After
and neglect. Her adult influences were
back to Colorado.” The stress was so great the dealer was picked up on three
Now I start over,
her mother, too young to know what
that Amber lost both her baby and her ounces of marijuana and a sack of
With a brand new year,
motherhood meant, and her grandmother,
boyfriend. Her return to Colorado brought meth, a police car began to follow
Trying my best to keep myhead all clear.
whom Amber “loves to death.”
them. The dealer pulled over and
her heaviest period of meth abuse.
“My mom had me when she was 25; she
Because her mother also used meth, Amber ran from the car, but forgot
Brand new school,
tried to be the best mom she could.” But
accessing the drug was never difficult. “My that she had illegal substances on her
Brand new friends,
her mother did not stop partying, drinking,
mom would have people over, and they person.
My one last chance to start over again.
or using drugs. “There was abuse. My mom
The cops caught Amber and took
would secretly get me high on meth.”
would hit me and drop me by my hair.”
Once, one of her mother’s friends her to the police station. Amber
in Spring Creek Youth Services Center.
As a child, Amber was trouble. “I was
smoked a considerable amount of meth refused to give up the name of the
She was released on June 1, and has been
bored. I had to take care of myself, so I did
with Amber, and when she went into the dealer, and was charged with possession of clean of all drugs since then. “I’ll have a
things like throw rocks at cars.”
bathroom she realized she was foaming meth.
But holidays and birthdays provide fun
“I went to court spun out of my mind.” beer once in a while at a birthday party. But
at the mouth. Amber threw up, left the
now I try to stay away from people here at
memories. “They were family-oriented
bathroom, and went back to her mother’s She was sentenced to 10 days in juvenile Bijou. Everyone smokes weed.”
events, and one time I got a cat from my
friend to smoke more meth. She threw hall starting November 30—her birthday.
Amber is on a new track. “I’m doing
mom, when I was 12 or 13.” Amber spent
“In jail, I was coming down a lot. I slept
up again and continued to smoke. She
something
in school now. I have a job at
most family time with her grandmother
repeated these actions a handful of times most of the time. I was scared; I had no Shortstop [a fast food restaurant], I get
while her mother partied or took drugs.
without realizing her body was overdosing rights. I knew I didn’t want to be there.”
Amber began experimenting with
After jail, the court sentenced Amber along with my mom, and I paid all my
on methamphetamines.
court fees.”
drinking, marijuana, and other drugs at a
By the end of her fifteenth summer, had to attend 42 days of rehabilitation
Amber’s mother has been clean for
young age, and tried methamphetamines at
Amber had moved into a house with a at Valley View Hospital. “Rehab totally a little over a year. “I have a really good
12. “I was at a friend’s house. I didn’t even
40-year-old man down the street from changed my life. There were six other girls relationship with my mom now,” Amber
know what it was. Immediately, my body
her mother. “I did meth all the time over in for meth and three guys for alcohol.”
broke into a rash. My body and my head
Following rehab was probation. Amber said. “She works at Applebee’s.”
there,” Amber explained. “My pay for
One of Amber’s goals is to finish high
felt like they were banging.”
moved back in with her mother and started
staying there was to cook and to clean.”
school
at her best. “From there, I’ll look
Because of her initial reaction to meth,
Nothing sexual happened between the to attend Bijou School. But she kept into some other education—maybe nursing
“I stuck with drinking and smoking pot.
two; Amber simply lived with her mother’s smoking marijuana, testing positive in her or medical. I could get a scholarship.”
School was hard—the kids didn’t like me.”
neighbor, and the two of them smoked urine analyses. Her probation officer told
Amber does not regret her past. “The
Over the next two years, Amber began to
meth constantly. “I’d be awake for three to her to stop, but Amber refused, which led experiences I’ve been through made me
meet more people, “but I put myself in bad
four weeks at a time. I didn’t eat. I was skin to a warrant for her arrest. This time, she who I am today. Now I know to take care
situations. When you don’t like yourself,
and bones. When we didn’t have anything, was sentenced to 55 days in juvenile hall.
you do everything you can to escape.”
Amber spent April and May of 2005 of myself and be strong.”

Amber’s Story
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Tigers Matched by University of Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks
Alex Emmons
Staff Writer

From Oct. 13 to Oct. 14, the CC hockey team participated
in the Nye Frontier Classic hosted by the University of
Alaska-Anchorage Seawolves. In their last appearance in the
tournament in 2002, the Tigers were victorious. But this year
the University of Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks spoiled the
Tigers’ hopes of a repeat performance, though CC exited the
tourney with an undefeated record intact.
In the first game of the Nye Frontier Classic, Friday night
in Anchorage, Alaska, the Tigers scored two go-ahead goals,
but the University of Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks returned
the favor, both times late in the period.
Freshman Nate Prosser assisted junior Jimmy Kilpatrick,
who scored the Tigers’ first goal at 17:36 in the first. But
just two minutes later, UNO capitalized on a power-play
opportunity and Alex Nikiforuk tucked one away. Nikiforuk’s
power-play goal was the first the Tigers have allowed this
season.
The second period was scoreless, though riddled with
penalties on both sides.
On a power play in the third, junior Jack Hillen slid a pass
to sophomore Cody Lampl who fired on net, and the puck
deflected off junior Scott McCulloch’s skate into the net to
give the Tigers a 2–1 lead. It was McCulloch’s team-leading
fifth goal of the season, and the Tigers’ fourth power-play

goal to date.
But the Tigers’ defense could not lock up shop. UNO
forward J.J. Koehler snatched up a rebound and beat CC
senior goaltender Matt Zaba on the blocker side at 16:04.
Over the course of the game, Zaba stopped 25 of 27 shots,

On Saturday, the Tigers
stormed the ice with a vengeance and creamed Merrimack College 5-0.
and the Tigers’ defense limited UNO forward Scott Parse, a
former Hobey Baker Finalist, to just three shots. Nonetheless,
the game ultimately ended in a tie, preventing the Tigers
from capturing their second consecutive championship at the
tournament.
On Saturday, the Tigers stormed the ice with a vengeance
and creamed Merrimack College 5–0. In front of his hometown
Anchorage crowd, sophomore Drew O’Connell notched his
first shutout of the season and improved his win-loss record to
2–0–0, stopping all 18 Merrimack attempts on net.
Five different Tigers scored their first goals of the season to
guide the team to victory. At 12:24, junior Jack Hillen added
the finishing touch to a shot after passes from sophomore
Chad Rau and junior Jimmy Kilpatrick. Junior Derek Patrosso
connected with help from with freshmen defenseman Brian

Connelly and forward Billy Sweatt at 13:36 in the second.
Later in the same period, senior Brandon Polich increased the
lead after receiving a pass from Connelly at 15:15.
Things got out of control as the Tigers’ scoring frenzy
continued in the third. Taking a touch from Connelly, senior
winger Braydon Cox added another goal at 4:59, and Addison
DeBoer scored on a pass from fellow freshman forward Brian
McMillin at 10:07.
Over the weekend, freshman defenseman Brian Connelly
recorded his team-leading fifth assist of the season, and
sophomore center Chad Rau won 26 of 27 face-offs.
In their loss to the Tigers, two Merrimack players received
game misconducts for checking from behind.
USA Today/USA Hockey Magazine’s No. 12, the
University of New Hampshire-Durham Wildcats, will be the
next opponents for the Tigers. In an exhibition game Sunday,
the Wildcats slaughtered Team USA’s Under-18 team 7–1.
The Wildcats only boast four seniors, but National Hockey
League franchises have already claimed signing rights to six of
their players. Seniors Jacob Macflikier and Brett Hemingway,
who combined to score 33 goals and record 79 points last
season, will play vital roles. Hemingway alone took 122 shots
in 2005-6.
Fresh off their victory over Merrimack, the Tigers are
looking forward to a tough game. CC will play the Wildcats
on Friday, Oct. 20 at 7:37 p.m. in the Colorado Springs World
Arena.

Women’s Soccer Victori- CC Bikers Standout in Regional Race
ous at Last Home Game
Turner Resor
Sports Editor

Sophomore Alexa Bannerman and sophomore Elaine Sedgewick from U. Memphis at the homecoming game two weeks
ago.

Turner Resor
Sports Editor

This past Sunday’s word of the day for CC women’s soccer was “Bean.”
Freshman forward Emily Bean was responsible for both of the Tigers’ two
goals, including the winning goal in overtime during the women’s last
home game of the year.
Bean’s first goal came with less than 10 minutes remaining in regulation
time. After gaining possession of the ball and dribbling around several
University of Alabama-Birmingham defenders, she fired a powerful shot
over the keeper’s right shoulder and into the back left corner of the net.
For a while, this first goal seemed to be all the Tigers would need to
secure the win—but with less than two minutes left in the game, UAB
midfielder Jill Porto capitalized on a rebounded shot and tied the game at
1–1, sending the game into overtime.
After only a minute and a half of overtime, the UAB defense opened
itself up just long enough for Bean to score the game-winning goal. After
beating a UAB defender in the corner, junior forward Lisa Balsama released
a shot on goal which bounced off the post to Bean waiting on the left. Bean
then tapped it in for the goal.
The last home game of the year, Sunday’s win leaves the team tied with
Southern Methodist University for first place in the conference. While the
Tigers have already qualified for the Conference USA Tournament, goalie
Geneva Sills believes that the coming games are very important for the
team’s mentality. “Soccer is a really mental sport,” Sills said. “Every player
has to be ready to play.”
Sills also believes that the Tigers have “the potential to be a great team
that could make history.” She feels that one of the hurdles that must be
overcome involves playing with the intensity that the team is capable of for
the entire 90 minutes of the game.
While there is still room for growth, the women’s soccer team has
been performing exceptionally well, especially for a season that had so
many question marks—including what was to be expected from the new
conference—at the beginning. “Going into a conference for the first year,
the team and coaches were all wondering what was going to happen,” Bean
explained. According to Sills, “we’ve been underestimated.”

For mountain biking team
captain Zach Ramras, there is
“a weird aura in the air” while
waiting at the starting line for a
race to commence. “I always get
butterflies in anticipation for the
start,” explained Ramras, a junior
from Salt Lake City.
Freshman phenomThat feeling of butterflies in the
enon Colin Cares
stomach may be the appropriate one
took
1st place after
for the Colorado College mountain
biking team, as it prepares for the
starting in the back of
Collegiate Nationals this coming
the pack and passing
weekend.
all
of the competitors
For bikers like Ramras,
within the first quarter
training for the Nationals began
last winter “as soon as [I could]
mile of the race.
start riding.” Since that time, the
riders have had a chance to gauge quarter mile of the race.
their improvement against other
Ramras also performed very
bikers during races throughout well, taking 17th place within the A
summer and fall.
division. Ramras commented on his
At the regional race this past personal achievement, noting that
weekend, CC mountain bikers he beat “some kids that normally
proved to themselves that they had beat [him] in the season that leads
come a long way since January, into the collegiate season.” This
and that they are ready to make result is even more remarkable
their mark at Nationals in New considering the fact that Ramras
Mexico.
was slowed down in the race due
This year the regional race was to a crash off of a ridge and into
held in Boulder, and, according to a creek.
Ramras, was “the hardest course of
With these recent solid results,
the circuit.” He
said, 9/28/06
“It is one of
EOJ-6x4-Fall
2005
11:26
theAM
teamPage
now 1looks optimistically
the shorter races, but it is extremely to Nationals. At Nationals, schools

from all around the country
are represented by their best A
division riders in both short track
and cross-country races. Ramras
describes the short track, a circuit
race similar to motocross, as being
“more spectator friendly”, but for
the riders as “20 minutes of hell.”
After much hard training and
focus, Ramras is confident in his
ability to perform well this year at
Nationals. “I think I can do a lot
better this year. I’ve been training
a lot more than I did last year,”
said Ramras who placed 10th and
14th in the single-track and crosscountry, respectively, at last year’s
competition.
Ramras is also optimistic
about his teammates’ performance
at Nationals, especially Cares.
Ramras said, “I have no doubt
in my mind that Colin will win
nationals.”
When he came to CC two years
ago, Ramras felt a mountain bike
team was needed. With the help of
Junior Kasey Rumrill and others,
Ramras was able to make the
dream of a mountain biking team
at CC a reality.
CC riders hope that the mountain
biking team’s talent and success as
seen throughout this season will
bring recognition to the program
and will help it continue to grow in
coming years.

THE JET PROGRAM - CELEBRATING 20 YEARS
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
. Teach English to Japanese youth in the public schools
. Work in local government offices
. Experience Japanese culture
. Gain international experience
JET offers: year-long paid positions, roundtrip air
transportation to Japan, health insurance, training
and more!
© Stirling Elmendorf Photography

Ellie Wood/Catalyst

technical both on the up and on the
down.”
Despite
the
technical
difficulty of the course, the CC
team performed outstandingly.
Freshman phenomenon Colin
Cares took 1st place after starting in
the back of the pack and passing all
of the competitors within the first

Application deadline: December 4, 2006
For more information or to apply on-line, visit our
website, www.us.emb-japan.go.jp.
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Opinions Editor

I

n the coming weeks, children in most of the Western world will be waiting
impatiently for one of the most popular holidays of the year: Halloween.
It is one of the few times when children are allowed to gorge themselves
on candy favorites like Snickers, Tootsie Rolls, and M & M’s, as well as
new-fangled but often short-lived goodies like Etch-a-Sketch lollipops, Air
Head Xtreme Sour Belts, and Hello Kitty Candy Perfume.
Haunted houses will pop up in every city and one husband from every
neighborhood will spend $6,000 on an elaborate front yard display. The
children will pop their Ritalin to ease the anxiousness caused by their
Halloween-induced ADHD and whine to their parents about their “need”
for the coolest costume.
The Halloween craze is approaching, and the kids are
ready. But there has been something different about this unique
holiday in the last couple of years, and that is the costumes.
Halloween originated from a Celtic Pagan tradition nearly 2,000
years ago in the area of the British Isles. It began as a spiritual festival
to recognize the end of summer and harvest and the beginning of the
winter. Many believed that it was one of the only times of the year when
the physical world could communicate with the spiritual world, and vice
versa. The tradition’s first costumes were animal heads and skin worn by
the Druids who performed sacrificial rituals. Although crude compared to
modern day getup, this was the true beginning of the costume tradition.
A quick glance at the newest Party America costume catalog shows
a scantily-clad blonde in black-and-orange knee-high socks, a short skirt,
and an off-the-shoulder top. She is standing next to two slightly less
adulterating young kids, a boy in a bear costume and a girl who looks to be
a cracked-out female Frankenstein with a dress and bright green accents.
The woman appeared to be seducing me, and I soon realized
that I had no power to resist. Her sultry red lipstick pushed me
over the top and I was, against my will, forced to open the catalog.
The inside appeared to have a normal selection of costumes. Ninjas,
superheroes, and zombies line the boys’ section while princesses,
witches, and Disney characters fill up the girls’ side. Everything
seemed to be standard until I turned the page to the women’s section.
Ironically, the company that made the featured costumes in the
women’s section was Leg Avenue, which sounds like some low-budget
porno from the 70s. Featured at the top was what looked like a twin to
the woman on the first page. She had similar, white knee-high socks on

and a short black-and-white puffy dress with a low-cut shirt. For only
$34.99, anyone could become “Heidy Ho” for the night. Unfortunately,
Heidy Ho was the norm, not the exception. Nearly all of the costumes were
made up of knee-high socks, mini-skirts, and low-cut shirts. Although
“Fi Fi Le Flirt” was tempting, I set the catalog down in annoyance.
The men’s section was full of clowns, beer cans,
zombies, grim reapers, and skeletons, but no hottie fireman
or sexy C.E.O.’s. I was disappointed, but I understood.
Call me old-fashioned, but I’m a fan of classic Halloween costumes.
Miniature Peter Pans, frighteningly exuberant princesses, and awkward
looking three-year-olds in big yellow pooh bear costumes are what
Halloween should be about. Although the Pimp n’ Ho mentality has
not entirely consumed the 16 and younger generation, it is beginning to.
These flashy new costumes will inevitably trickle down to the younger
ages—we will soon have seven-year-old girls that look like they should
be in a beauty pageant, rejecting candy because they think they are too
fat. I don’t want to sound like a conservative hack criticizing youth,
because I’m not, but I agree with Allison Glock when she says, “[Isn’t]
Halloween the one day modern women could relax about looking hot?”
Although the Halloween parties have not happened yet on the CC
campus, it is inevitable that many girls will adorn themselves with few
clothes. The accompanying boys will match the girls’ boldness with pop/
rap-inspired bling and a smirk that reiterates the emptiness of their manliness.
When you dress up for Halloween this year, leave behind the Pimp
n’ Ho mentality. If anyone has to do it, save that for the fraternities. I
plan on being one of the three cops from the Beastie Boys video
Sabotage this year, but there are plenty more creative options. What
about a Stop Sign or a Dorito’s Chip? Or maybe a Teletubbie . . . ?

Freshmen: A Message from Your Future

T

here is an unbelievably powerful person in your life at CC, and you’ll
probably never meet him or her, or even think to. This comes from a
class reunion over Homecoming Weekend. It’s not a favorite professor. It’s
not the professor who stings you in chemistry, starting you off on a road to
be a lawyer instead of a doctor. It’s not a coach; it’s not a lunch lady.
It’s the person who decides who lives where freshman year. Not who
your roommate is, but who’s on your wing starting out. In 2035 (and even
2060—I checked it with alums from the Class of ‘56), the people you’ll
find yourself with are those you’re with now. (Show up to the reunion—
it’s worth it, and not that weird).
You’ll likely lose touch with them even while you’re at CC. This will
continue after you graduate, through the jobs, the marriages, the children,
the disasters, the successes that are all waiting to happen to you. But
when you check back in after a quarter century or more, the people you’ll
accomplished something that I think recognize—the people you’ll find yourself drawn to, embracing, meeting
the media often fails at: instilling their spouses, catching up with—are the same people you watched unpack
in viewers a sense of reality. last month. Scary thought . . .
It is too easy to watch the news
and let ourselves see only the Mark Richard Zahm
Foleys. Why concern ourselves with Class of ‘81
a war we were told would end years Slocum 4 North
ago when our own congressmen need
watching over? Why question what
we are doing in Iraq when, either
way, we are likely to end up staying
there for much longer anyway?
And that is what is so important
about the “Eyes Wide Open: The
Human Cost of the War in Iraq”
memorial in Armstrong Quad. It
serves as a reminder of what we are
losing every day while we concern
ourselves with less serious problems.
It reminds us that just because this
cutlersubscriptions@coloradocollege.edu
war is going on for longer than we
thought, that does not mean we should
let ourselves become numb to it.
I look at Mark Foley and I look
at Iraq, and it makes me sad
because as much as I do not want
to admit it, the two situations are
parallel. They both demonstrate
In the Oct. 13, 2006 issue of The Catalyst, the arwhere our country is right now.
ticle “Cultural Tensions Clip Freedom of Speech”
We cannot trust our congressmen
by Nick Wilson should have included ({}:-{7->- in
and we cannot trust our president.
the lead. This simple display of characters was inBut maybe we can trust ourselves
to care about the right things and
corporated to suggest its vague resemblance to the
to take an interest in what is really
Prophet Muhammad and the possible implications
important, rather than taking an
for printing it. Mr. Wilson also included it to illusinterest in what is entertaining.
trate The Catalyst’s dedication to the freedom of
Sometimes you have to be
involved with issues that may not
speech and adherence to reasonable levels of cenbe the most exhilarating, but are
sorship. The Catalyst apologizes for the error.
nonetheless the most important.
I cannot stand what Mark Foley
Charlie Meredith
did and I understand why it is all over
the news. But what is happening in
Features Editor
Iraq is much worse.

Looking Beyond the Mark Foley Scandal
Emma Calabrese
Staff Writer

F

ormer Republican congressman
from Florida Mark Foley is—
and there is really no other word for
it—sick. Hearing about the sexually
explicit emails and instant messages
he exchanged with former House
pages makes me wish that the guy who
always slept through my first period
U.S. History class in high school
was running the country instead.
What Mark Foley did was
wrong. It was unethical. It was
unprofessional. It may have been
illegal. But at the same time, I
can’t help but think that maybe we
as a country have more important
things to worry about than one
congressman’s possible pedophilia.
There will always be corrupt people
in positions of power, but we need
to choose our battles. We need to
decide where our priorities are.
It scares me to read that, according
to the New York Times, “A team of
American and Iraqi public health
researchers has estimated that 600,000
civilians have died in violence
across Iraq since the 2003 American
invasion, the highest estimate
ever for the toll of the war here.”
And it scares me even more to
think that this is happening right
under our noses while we are too
busy finding out exactly how Mark
Foley sexually harassed a page.
I do not deny that this country
has a strong sense of justice and
morality. What Foley did was
absolutely disgusting and wrong,
and people like him do ruin lives.
People like him disrespect our
country and the values it was

founded on, and I admit that I am
a little self-righteously and morally
outraged myself. I suspect that for
many of us, it is hard not to be.
But I kind of feel like it is too
easy to get mad about this kind
of thing. It is too easy to let
sensational stories like this skew
our perspective, when maybe we

I look at Mark Foley
and I look at Iraq,
and it makes me sad
because as much as I
do not want to admit
it, the two situations
are parallel. They both
demonstrate where
our country is right
now.
should be focusing on real tragedies.
The problem is that it is so
much easier to get outraged over
the small stuff. I like watching
Chris Matthews dedicate hours
of footage to people like Mark
Foley because it simultaneously
entertains and outrages me.
It is less entertaining to find out
how many soldiers and civilians have
died in Iraq. There is no sensational
or entertaining way to tweak that, and
there is no self-righteous morality to
wear as armor for a hidden curiosity
to find out more. There are only
dead people, and a deadened hurt,
because it is hard to fight so long
and still care as much as we used to.
The recent display in the Armstrong
Quad of a pair of boots for every
soldier who has died in Iraq
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Get the news you want. When you want it.
How you want it. Where you want it.
It's easy with The Gazette Electronic Edition.

e
njoy
The Gazette on your computer screen. Flip through pages and skim
headlines just as you would the newspaper.

e
fficient
View articles, photos, ads and comics with the click of a button!
Simple tools allow for quick and easy navigation.

e
xplore
Search one day or several editions. Keyword searches give you the

The entire
paper is online.
Every headline, column,
story, picture, and ad.

power to research any topic, person or event instantly.

e
nhanced
Retrieve, save and send information from the electronic edition by
print or email.

Subscribe Now!

e-edition access only

$5.88

Print only! Call toll free (866) 632-NEWS (6397) to get The Gazette home-delivered at
50% off the regular price! Just $19.11 for new subscribers only (minimum 13 weeks).
Ask for offer COLCC.

Visit gazette.com and click LOGIN under Today’s e-edition.
Then click the Online Only Info link to get started!
Enter promotion code (COLCC).

every four
weeks!

